ACCESSORIES AND UPGRADES MENU
Waterboy Sports offers a variety of accessories and upgrades to increase the utility of your Waterboy
Sports Hydration System(s). These include:

Tank Coozies (TC-23 & TC-55)
Made of 3mm Neoprene (wetsuit material), these Tank Coozies add insulation to your Vertical and
Horizontal and Power and Quick-Fill System tanks that keeps your water colder and maximize the effectiveness
of the ice in the tank.

TC-23

TC-55

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 20-, 40- AND 65-GALLON TANKS
Work shelf for Generation 2 Wagons (WS-36)
The Work Shelf is designed specifically for our Generation 2 manifold systems and provides
additional storage space for complimentary items (towels, sport bottles, Athletic Trainers’
supplies, etc.).

Ice Chute (IC-8 & IC-10)
Ice Chutes for both our 23- and 55-gallon tanks make filling a breeze.
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Steramine Sanitizing Tablets (ST-1), 150-count bottle
Used 1 tablet per gallon of water for cleaning, Steramine tablets sanitize the tank and water
lines. We recommend 3 gallons for vertical models and horizontal coolers and 5 gallons for 40
gallon and larger tanks. Once the tablets have dissolved in the water, wipe the inside of the
tank or cooler with a rag soaked in the solution. For power models we recommend that you
turn on the Power Pac and activate each nozzle long enough for solution to run through each
line. While not harmful to humans, we recommend that the tank be emptied of solution prior
to the next use.

32 ounce Sports Bottle with patented Quick Fill Valve (DB-1)
Sports Bottles with Waterboy Sports’ patented Quick Fill Valves can be filled from any
Waterboy Sports Hydration System without having to remove the lid. Much more sanitary and
reduces refill time.

Horizontal Filling Station Module
Add Through-the-Lid™ Bottle-filling to your Generation2 Horizontal Power or Chiller System.
Module includes the Work shelf, Ice Chute (not shown), 24 Drinking Bottles (32oz) with our
patented Quick-fill Valves, 4 6place collapsible bottle carriers and our patented Filling Station
Manifold.
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Heavy Duty Tow Arm
Have variable terrain to tow your Horizontal Power or Chiller System over and/or through? The
Heavy Duty Tow Arm allows you to navigate those areas safely and securely. Mounted between
the front wheel plates and the wagon, the torque is distributed across the 8 bolts securing the
wheels.

Multi-Bank Chargers
Does your Power Pack charging room have a ‘rats nest’ of wires and/or power strips
everywhere? Multi-Bank Charges take up one outlet and come in 4-, 5- and 10-bank
configurations.

Bottle Rack (BR) for storing and drying sports bottles
Waterboy Sports’ Bottle Rack is a convenient way to dry and store sports bottles. Used individually,
these units can be wall-mounted. When attached back-to-back, they create an A-frame system
that stands upright.
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Tripod Stand (TS-10) for CM-5 and CM-10 Gravity Systems
Our Tripod Stand is designed to support our CM-5 and CM-10 Gravity Systems.

Misting Tower (M-TR) f/ Vertical & Horizontal Power Models and Horizontal Chiller
Add a cooling mist-zone with this easy-to-install Misting Tower designed specifically for your
Waterboy Sports Hydration System. The twin, adjustable misting nozzles are easy to clean and
the tower has a separate shut off valve.
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